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University Transportation Center
> A Tier 1 UTC, CAMMSE is a consortium of five
universities
– University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Lead)
– University of Texas at Austin
– University of Connecticut
– Washington State University
– Texas Southern University

Center for Advanced Multimodal Mobility
Solutions and Education (CAMMSE)
University Transportation Center
> CAMMSE’s Research Thrusts
– Increase access to opportunities that promote equity in connecting
regions and communities, including urban and rural communities
– Innovations in multi-modal planning and modeling for high-growth
regions
– Data modeling and analytical tools to optimize passenger and
freight movements
– Innovations to improve multi-modal connections, system integration
and security
– Smart Cities

> CAMMSE’s Current Research Projects (Year 3):
@ UNC Charlotte:
– Predicting Travel Time on Freeway Corridors: Machine Learning Approach
– Optimizing Transit Equity and Accessibility by Integrating Relevant GTFS
Data Performance Metrics
– Analyzing Cycling Behavior During Different Time Periods Using
Crowdsourced Bicycle Data
– Impact of Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) on Intersection
Capacity

@ UT Austin:
–
–
–
–

Forecasting Bicycle Facility Demand to Estimate Societal Impacts
Corridor Level Adaptive Signal Control
Assessment of Parcel Delivery Systems Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Deep-Learning Based Trajectory Forecast for Safety of Intersections with
Multimodal Traffic

> CAMMSE’s Current Research Projects (Year 3):
@ UConn:
– Highways and Wealth Distribution: A Geospatial Analysis
– Are Transportation Network Companies Synergistic with Other Shared
Ride Mode Offerings? An Exploratory Analysis of Demand Data from
NYC Utilizing High Resolution Spatiotemporal Models
– Understanding the Surprising and Oversized Use of Ridesourcing Services
in Poorer Neighborhoods in NYC

@ TSU:
– Development of Guidelines for Implementation of Contraflow Left-Turn
Lanes at Signalized Intersections
– Signal Timing Strategy for Displaced Left Turn Intersections
– Impacts of Bicycling Corridor Improvements on Users’ Behaviors in Large
Cities

> CAMMSE’s Current Research Projects (Year 3):
@ WSU:
– Multimodal Transportation Engineering Curriculum for Middle and High
School Students
– Effects of Incorporating Connected Vehicle Technologies into No-Notice
Emergency Evacuation during Winter Weather
– Dynamic Speed Harmonization in Connected Urban Street Networks:
Improving Mobility

CAMMSE Center Activities
> First CAMMSE Research Symposium, August 6-7, Charlotte, NC

CAMMSE Education and Outreach Activities
@ UNC Charlotte
> CAMMSE Summer Transportation
Engineering Camp
> Middle and High School Outreach Activity
on Modes of Transportation

@ UT Austin
> Women in Transportation Seminar Student
Chapter, ITE/ITS Student Chapters,
Graduates Linked with Undergraduates in
Engineering (GLUE) program (pictured
middle)
> Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day
(pictured bottom), and Explore UT
(Annual Campus-wide Open House)

CAMMSE Education and Outreach Activities
@ UConn
> The Transportation Undergraduate
Research Fellowship (TURF) has
supported over two dozen students

@ TSU
> Hosts two annual summer programs to
attract local high school students
– Summer Internship Program with Elkin
High School Engineering Academy
– Summer Maritime Academy

> Hosts a series of seminars

CAMMSE Education and Outreach Activities
@ WSU
> Enrichs typical civil engineering activities
– Nez Perce STEM Fair
– Kids Science and Engineering Day
– Palouse STEAM Night
– Franklin Elementary Science Fair
– Family Fair, Pullman

CAMMSE Technology Transfer Activities
> (CAMMSE Annual Performance Indicators Report, October 1, 2017 - September
30, 2018)

– 22 refereed journal publications
– 42 presentations given at professional and academic meetings
– ~1,500 professionals in the audience
> Beyond poster presentations, papers, and dissertations/theses…
> CAMMSE-supported students that have graduated will carry new technology for
the rest of their careers
> New technology will be used at their new jobs
> Graduates will teach peers how to use the technology, thereby implementing the
technology
> New techniques will continue to grow and improve as they are used

CAMMSE Technology Transfer Activities
> UT Austin CAMMSE Graduates

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Path Planning for Traffic Estimation and Detection of Non-Recurrent
Congestion
Cesar N. Yahia, Shannon E. Scott, Stephen D. Boyles, and Christian G. Claudel
The University of Texas at Austin

– Mengyu Fu (pictured bottom-left)
• CAMMSE Project: Characterization of cyclist behavior across
built environments
• Now working in Dallas with the Center for Transportation
Research and TxDOT on developing Microscopic simulation
models using Vissim
• “I’ve encountered a variety of challenges in obtaining and
organizing data were encountered when developing microscopic
simulation model, and the methodologies and skills in resolving
these challenges were something I learned from my previous
CAMMSE work.”

– Scott Kilgore (pictured bottom-right)
• CAMMSE Project: Modeling commuter rail riders’ access mode
decision-making using revealed preference data from Austin,
Texas
• Now working at Atkins in Denver, CO
• Methods that he’s developed are something he has carried with
him to the work place and are ready to put into practice at a
moment’s notice

Background

Adaptive navigation and data assimilation algorithm and results

Critical density parameter updates

• Non-recurrent congestion is caused by capacity-reducing incidents such as accidents, adverse
weather conditions, and work zones

To determine the dependence of the critical density on the free flow speeds in the model predicted
velocity M() functions, we empirically explore the variation in the critical density as a function of the
free flow speed using PTV VISSIM

Dual EnKF UAV navigation and estimation algorithm

• Objective: we aim to develop a coupled estimation and planning framework that:
1. Assimilates unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) density and capacity drop observations with local
speed-density sensor measurements
2. Quantifies the uncertainty on road and traffic states
3. Adaptively navigates a UAV towards uncertainty minimizing road and traffic state observations
• Method:
• We implement a dual ensemble Kalman filter that updates parameters reflecting incident
severity
• We propagate the ensembles to the future using simulated traffic state observations via the cell
transmission model (CTM)
• We navigate the UAV towards information maximizing observations using one-step lookahead
A-optimal control

Test network:

Free flow speed estimation results
upstream

Following the observed variation, and knowing that the introduction of diagnostic model predicted
observations works well if the M() functions are monotonic and not highly nonlinear, we consider
that as the free flow speed varies the backward wave speed remains constant

downstream

The Dual ensemble Kalman filter
• Traffic State EnKF:
• Forward Model: Lighthill-Whitham-Richards partial differential equation
Dual EnKF algorithm

- Updating the critical density using a random walk leads to non-monotonic parameter updates

M() functions

- Non-monotonic parameter updates imply that the EnKF would tend to increase the free flow speed over a certain density
range to match the observations while decreasing the free flow speed to match the same observations on the remaining
density range

UAV path

- Non-monotonic parameter updates imply unrealistic physical relationships (e.g. in case 2: within a certain high density
region we are capable of sending greater flow at a lower free flow speed)

Dual EnKF limitations and A-optimal control
• EnKF updates

Limitations:

• In region B, the fundamental
diagrams coincide and can not be
distinguished from speed-density
observations
• Free flow speed EnKF:
• Forward Model & nonlinear EnKF updates

• Given high densities and low speed
measurements, it is difficult to
determine whether the observations
correspond to congested conditions
in an incident-free fundamental
diagram or if there is a reduction in
physical capacity (free flow speed)
• High variance on the parameter
estimates under congested
conditions

Solution:
Adaptively navigate a UAV towards variance minimizing
incident and traffic observations
Quantifying future uncertainty:
At every time step, propagate ensembles into the future
assuming (1) observed densities will be as predicted by the
forward model and (2) that the UAV can generate accurate
parameter observations that reflect road condition

One-step lookahead A-optimal control:
At every time step, move UAV in the direction that minimizes
future uncertainty

Conclusion
Due to the difficulty of detecting incidents under congested conditions from speed-density
observations and the corresponding estimation uncertainty that results from this difficulty, we
develop a framework that adaptively navigates an unmanned aerial vehicle towards uncertainty
minimizing observations
The proposed framework:
1. Assimilates UAV and ground sensor measurements using a dual EnKF
The dual EnKF parameter update scheme maintains a monotonic relationship between
states and observations
2. Quantifies future uncertainty associated with candidate UAV trajectories using model-based
simulated observations and assuming the UAV can accurately detect drops in capacity
3. Navigates the UAV towards uncertainty minimizing observations using a one-step lookahead
A-optimal control algorithm
Results on a sample network with data simulated from VISSIM show the advantage of adaptive
direct road network observations under congested conditions
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